
Empowering industries to create a more sustainable future.

Environmental Solutions.
Redefined.

Aftermarket Services

Media Washouts
& Change-outs 

Upgrades & Retrofits

Preventative Maintenance
Evaluations

Emergency Service

Spare Parts, Repairs,
& Replacements 

Preventative Monitoring

Conifer Systems is here to ensure your system
stays up and running. From routine and
preventative maintenance, to system upgrades
and retrofits, our team of technicians will
ensure everything is functioning properly. Our
service team is trained to troubleshoot, main-
tain, and repair our systems, and those fabri-
cated by other OEMs.

Each service technician is trained on original 

build specification comprehension, changes in 
EPA standards, programming, alarms, and 
monitoring the control system. Our team can 
advise on changes in processes, constituents, 
volume, and testing for compliance.

Contact Us
WEBSITE

www.conifersystems.com

EMAIL

service@conifersystems.com

OFFICE

+1 (832) 476-9024

EMERGENCIES

+1 (936) 446-0020

ADDRESS

6515 Willowbrook Park
Houston, TX 77066



We have experience with a variety of
materials, including multiple grades of
stainless steel and mild steel that can
sustain the most corrosive conditions

We can create discontinued parts

Our warehouse stocks hundreds of items
that can quickly be drop-shipped to fulfill
emergency and routine orders 

Our team can assist you with creating a
recommended parts list specifically for
your equipment

Equipment Repairs
Conifer offers our customers a complete
line of pollution control equipment parts.
Our in-house engineering and fabrication
teams can custom design solutions and
modifications for all your pollution 
control needs.

CONIFER CAPABILITIES:

Our routine maintenance program
includes regularly scheduled service and
maintenance, added support and care, 
as well as a full list of customizable service
options focused on improving the uptime
of your equipment.

Evaluations of your equipment are 

recommended annually for equipment 
less than 5 years old and semiannually 
for equipment more than 5 years old. 
Our technicians evaluate 200 inspection 
points for a thorough internal and 
external inspection of the system.

Routine Maintenance

DETAILED REPORTS INCLUDE:

Upgrade & Retrofit
We understand that a new emissions control
system can be costly, which is why Conifer
Systems specializes in upgrades, retrofits,
relocations, and offers previously owned
equipment. Our engineering and service
teaks can provide solutions for systems by
any manufacturers. 

Upgrading or retrofitting equipment can
lower energy costs, improve VOC destruction
efficiencies, increase product throughput and
reduce emissions of other pollutants. Some
of our most popular projects include
installing a higher efficiency heat exchanger,
adding variable frequency drives to fans,
improving process fow and distribution,
integrating secondary heat recovery and
balancing combustion systems. Older
systems can also be replaced with newer,
more energy-efficient units that take up less
space.

Recommendations for additional repairs

Recommended modifications

Cost estimates

Suggested additions to spare parts

inventory

Work logs


